Blackhead Pore Vacuum Cleaner Remover, 2021 Upgraded Facial
Pore Cleaner Electric USB Rechargeable Acne Comedone Whitehead
Extractor with 5 Probes and Blackhead Remover Kit Suction for
Women & Men Review-2021

Safely and Effectively: 2021 Newest industry leading technology without hurting your skin, clean
pores safely and effectively, remove blackheads, whiteheads, treat acne. EUASOO blackhead
remover vacuum cleaner made of eco-friendly material ABS, non-toxic, non-irritating, which can be
safely used on the face. Blackhead remover vacuum uses effective physical approach to solve the
skin problems without any chemicals.
5 ADJUSTABLE LEVELS Design for various skin types: Vacuum absorption technique from level
1-5 suction modes, meet the requirements of different skin types (sensitive, dry, normal, mixed and
oily skin). Besides, it has 5 different replaceable suction probes, which you can choose according to
your skin condition: clean up blackheads, remove dirt oils and cosmetics left on the skin.
4 Replacable probes and Portable: Our blackhead removal tool with 4 replaceable probes ,which
designed to treat a number of skin conditions, take a multifaceted treatment approach to acne and
help blemish-prone users achieve clearer, smoother skin. EUASOO blackhead remover is design for
daily facial treatment, weighs only 133 grams , compact and portable design is friendly to carry. It is
also a very wise choice for sending to your family and friends as a gift.
LED display& long standby time : Our blackhead remover vacuum provides LED digital display for
showing the suction level and the battery power on the screen, which is easy to operate the face
blackhead remover. Premium lithium battery can last over 150 minutes on a single charge supports
superior standby time. Our whitehead removal comes with extra comedone extractor , excellent
customer service ensure your purchasing. no worry about after services.
Package Included: FDA, FCC, CE, ROHS certificated to ensure you feel assured during using our
pore vacuum extractor. Package Included:1 Blackhead Remover, 5 Probe Heads, 5 Rubber Ring,
10 Replacement Filters Cotton, 4 acne needles, 1 USB Charge Cable,1 User Manual. Excellent
customer service makes you purchase it without worries. 100% money back for quality problem
within 30 days, and professional technical support. If you have any questions or dissatisfaction,
please feel free to contact us.Do you have a sense of inferiority because of the skin problems?
Did you spend a lot of time or money to find a way to remove blackheads but failed?
EUASOO BLACKHEAD REMOVER is designed to customize your skincare regimen for blackhead
and grease removing, pore cleansing, exfoliating and skin rejuvenation functions. A MAGICAL
BEAUTY INSTRUMENT MAKES YOUR SKIN SMOOTH AND GLOW YOUNG.
Newly upgraded vacuum blackhead be of unparalleled super-strong vacuum suction, can deep into
your facial skin to help remove blackheads and clean pores to achieve genuine yet harmless facial
cleaning The blackhead remover uses the latest technology, adding a high-definition lens to the
vacuum , and you can clearly see the blackhead removal effect. AI intelligent algorithm, 3 suction
levels, 5 replaceable suction heads, a suction power of up to 56 KPA,it can effectively remove the
dirty inside the pores, quickly remove the excess oil in the blackheads and pores, deeply clean the
pores, and make the pores delicate and firm.
EUASOO BLACKHEAD REMOVER
Safety:
When suffering the absorption more than 150KPA, the skin will be damaged by the pull, causing
redness, swollen and enlarged pores.
But our BLACKHEAD COMDONE EXTRACTOR upgraded with the intelligent constant force
technology and the suction pressure ranges from 55-100 kpa, which is more safety to vacuum out
the pores, leaving you clean and free of acne-causing bacteria and buildup.
Powerful suction:
Come with suction technology and diamond exfoliation, the EUASOO blackhead remover offers
strong suction and adjustable features. This treatment removes the outermost layer of skin, leaving
it in a smooth, acne-free skin.
Package Included:
1 blackhead Rmover
5 Probe Heads
5 Rubber Ring
4 acne needles
1 USB Charge Cable

10 Replacement Filters Cotton
1 User Manual

Step 1
Please remove your make-up and clean your face before using the blackhead remover tool.
Step 2
Please use the blackhead export lotion or hot towel or facial steamer for 3 - 5 minutes to fully open
your pores. It will help to fully open the pores and get a better effect.
Step 3
Please start from a lower strength level and choose an appropriate probe. And move the head on
the skin to suck out blackheads, acne, grease, and so on.
Step 4
Cool mist steam and a frozen sheet mask can help tighten pores. Review 2021, feedback 2021,
promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest,
value for money.

